
 
 

 

DO I WANT A SWIMMING POOL? 

                                                                                            
Choosing to install a swimming pool is the best choice you can make when  looking for sport, fun, health and 

relaxation for you and your family. With your own swimming 

pool, you can enjoy all of this whenever you want in your home. Also, by choosing  a MAQUIPOOL  swimming 

pool you will improve the image of your home and greatly increase its value. 

 

 

WHY CHOOSE FIBREGLASS?                             

                                                                                     
The rapid development of new materials has also had na effect on swimming pool design. Traditional materials are 

not  always leak-proof as they can produce small holes and cracks. They require frequent renovation or re-coating and 

can be fragile causing them to bend or even sink. The use of fibreglass reinforced polyester allows us  to guarantee 

that your swimming pool will be totally leak-proof. This material also offers greater structural resistance ( more 

durable ) and greater elasticity ( stronger resistance in the event of freezing , soil movements and pressure). 

 

 

WHICH SIZE AND MODEL SUIT ME BEST 

                   

 
Taking into consideration the installation site ( garden, penthouse, indoor, terrass, etc.) the inteded use of the pool and 

your budged, your nearest authorised MAQUIPOOL dealer can recommend the pool model which best suits your 

needs from a range of models and options. 
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IS THE MAQUIPOOL  POOL BETTER? 
 

http://www.maquibeira.pt/


The MAQUIPOOL swimming pool offers greater durability after long-therm use and outdoor exposure and greater 

reliability given that all installations are carried out by authorised professionals. Mosto f all MAQUIPOOL 

swimming pools offer greater credibility as the leading manufacturer with more 30,000 pool installations in Europe. 

 

     
        Mod. GUARDA                     BARCELONA + SPA            DELTA                MOD: FUNDÃO 
 
 

HOW WILL I NOTICE THE DIFERENCE ON A DAILY BASIS? 
 

With a MAQUIPOOL swimming pool you will get to enjoy its smooth and non-abrasive surface and apreciate the 

safety it offers you through the lack of sharp corners and its gradual slope. You will also enjoy the comfort and safety 

of its wide strairs. 

You will have more space for bathing, both in surface área and in depth and you will value the cost savings in water 

treatment products and maintenance as well as ease of cleaning. Most of all, you will have peace of mind in knowing 

that your MAQUIPOOL swimming pool is covered by a 10 year leek-proof guarantee . 

 

 

OK , WHERE DO I START? 

 
 
In order to ensure the best results, consult www.maquibeira.pt  authorised MAQUIPOOL swimming pool  who can 

visit the installation site, advise you and provide you with a no obligation quote. 

Once you have decided on all the details, within the space of a few days and without any complicated site work, your 

MAQUIPOOL swimming pool will be ready for its first swim!                                                                  
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